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Abstract
The relevance of trust in the central bank is determined by the rapid growth of the gap between the expectations of a regulator and market participants regardless of the reforms carried out by the NBU. Therefore, the need to use the "non-traditional" monetary policy instruments has enhanced the role of verbal interventions in the context of inflation targeting.

The aim of the article is to ground that trust causes adequate rational behavior of the market participants in response to the central bank's communication policy. The type of this research is an explanatory research method.

As determined, trust is the necessary condition for the effectiveness of the central bank's communication strategy and it favors the achievement of proclaimed objectives. It is established that although since 2014 the NBU activated verbal interventions as an additional instrument to anchor expectations, the increase of transparency does not prompt the trust because of the lack of confidence of citizens in the NBU and high level of stress in the domestic financial sector. It is emphasized that the pursuit of inflation targeting requires expanded communication to gather the expectations of economic agents. The NBU, in its communication policy concerning the economic climate, underlines devaluation expectations, the exchange rate and explanations on the discount rate. However, the deviation of expected enterprises' exchange rate from the actual exchange rate, growing velocity of money circulation against the declining share of funds involved in the banking system, low monetization level and low penetration of financial services evidence the distrust in monetary policy.
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INTRODUCTION
During the latest four years, the National Bank of Ukraine (NBU) has been implementing reforms according to the Comprehensive Program of Ukraine Financial Sector Development until 2020. One of the major achievements of the reforms are the setting of inflation targeting, the mopping up of the banking sector (90 banks were liquidated), the limitation of lending to related parties, the establishment of the National Bank Credit Register, the transition to international standards for banks based on Basel III, the introduction of risk-oriented banking supervision (SREP), the raising of the standards of disclosure by banks, etc.

Despite that, spikes in inflation and depreciation have constantly eroded trust in the NBU’s policy. In order to achieve a positive effect from the reforms, the NBU needs to prove its ability to achieve the stated goals. In this context, communication policy is an effective tool...
of monetary policy. As at the beginning of 2016, the NBU switched to the use of the inflation targeting regime, the central bank of Ukraine needs to communicate in an appropriate manner, that it targets a certain inflation rate (projected inflation is at 5% ± 1 in 2019).

1. LITERATURE REVIEW

It is universally acknowledged, that “communication can be a complement or a substitute for monetary policy. In those periods in which communication is more efficient in managing expectations, central banks may have less need for reliance on the traditional policy rate” (Ernst & Merola, 2018).

From there, proceeding from the reaction of the U.S. Treasury bond market to innovations in macroeconomic fundamentals, Altavilla et al. (2014) state that “macroeconomic news explains about one-third of the low frequency (quarterly) fluctuations in long-term bond yields, whereas non-fundamental factors have substantial effects on the day-to-day movements of bond yields”.

Meanwhile, “announcements of asset purchase programs have lowered market uncertainty, particularly when accompanied by a contextual release of implementation details such as the envisaged size of the program” (Coenen et al., 2017). The experts pointed out that “forward guidance reduces uncertainty more effectively when it is state-contingent” or “when it provides guidance about a long horizon than when it is open-ended or covers only a short horizon”, and that the “credibility of forward guidance is strengthened if the central bank has also embarked on an asset purchase program”.

Moreover, it is grounded that higher trust in the European Central Bank (ECB) “lowers inflation expectations on average, and significantly reduces uncertainty about future inflation” (Christelis et al., 2016). The scientists show that “the effect of trust is not uniform across the distribution of inflation expectations: at the lower end of the distribution, an increase in trust upsurges inflation expectations, while the opposite is true at the higher end of the distribution of inflation expectations”.

In view of that, Blinder et al. (2017) revealed that “central banks in crisis countries are […] more likely to have resorted to new policies, to have had discussions about mandates, and to have communicated more. […] But the thinking has changed more broadly – for instance, central banks in non-crisis countries” also report having “implemented macro-prudential measures”. That way, “non-monetary news accounts for a significant part of financial markets’ reaction during the financial crisis and in the early recovery, while monetary shocks gain importance since 2013” (Cieslak & Schrimpf, 2018).

In addition, Lustenbergera and Rossib (2017) draw attention to the “limited country- and variable-specific effects of central bank transparency on forecast accuracy and their dispersion among a large set of professional forecasts of financial and macroeconomic variables”. According to them, more communication even increases forecast errors and dispersion.

Blinder (2018) predicts that transparency of monetary policy will advance over time. “Although central banks will keep trying to communicate with the general public, for the most part, they will fail. So, the issue of improving monetary authority’s communication at a time, when trust in public institutions has fallen and while the responsibilities delegated to central banks have increased, is on the agenda today” (Bholat et al., 2018). In this respect, the researchers suggest that a “Visual Summary of the inflation report improves comprehension of its main messages in a statistically significant way compared to the traditional executive summary”.

Communication regarding the future normalisation of monetary policy will be a significant challenge for the ECB. “The normalisation of monetary policy encompasses terminating QE (which has already started), increasing interest rates above the ELB observed prior to the GFC and downscaling” the ECB’s “balance sheet to the pre-crisis level”. The experiences of the Federal Reserve System (Fed) “highlight the importance of precise communication. Ineffective or imprecise communication can result in escalation of financial market volatility. The American experience suggests that
central banks should be very explicit about the state dependency of monetary policy normalization" (Janikowski & Rzonca, 2018, p. 26).

Generally, the transition to the practice of inflation targeting in the early 1990s led to an increase in openness in disclosing goals and mandates, for example, publication of future policy rates. This action has provided central banks with more leverage to achieve the objectives of monetary policy. Central banks not only forecast the dynamics of the key interest rate and thus manage inflationary expectations, but also provide the public with comments on any deviations from targets in previous forecasts (Romanchukevych & Lymanska, 2018, p. 70).

The implementation of inflation targeting strategy by Ukrainian central bank involves the public announcement of inflation targets and the bank’s obligation to achieve these goals and therefore many communication tools (Savchenko & Zakutniaia, 2017, p. 42).

Along with the purpose of the NBU’s communication policy for the formation and management of the expectations of economic entities, the promotion of confidence in central bank actions is also vital. Disclosure of the measures that are being implemented is open to the general public, and its actions thus acquire higher transparency. This increases the level of accountability of the NBU and enhances trust in it (Mishchenko et al., 2015, p. 9). Timely informing external users of information is the key to public support for monetary policy conducted by the central bank (Svitlychna, 2014, p. 139).

At the same time, Ukrainian scientists point out that the disclosure of the key rate forecast will have a positive effect only if the inflation expectations are anchored and a high level of confidence in the actions of the NBU is ensured, while the publication of the monetary policy rules provided that the market participants understand it correctly (Shkolnyk, 2018, p. 114).

As a result of the literature review, a conclusion can be made about the interrelationship between the institute of trust and the effective communication of the central bank: transparency promotes confidence in the monetary policy.

2. METHODS

While writing this article, methods of scientific abstraction and generalizations were used – to disclose the theoretical model of the interconnection of trust and central bank policies’ effectiveness; comparative analysis – to study the communication channels of central banks of developed countries and Ukraine; expert assessments – to determine the level of NBU transparency according to Dincer and Eichengreen methodology; quantitative analysis of the expressions in NBU’s inflation report, Ukrainian currency market, dollarization, expectations of business; methods averaging of data and retrospective analysis of the monetary funds entrusted to the Ukrainian banking sector; concretization and analogy – to formulate recommendations on improving the communication policy of the central bank by keeping in mind the factors of trust and financial penetration.

3. RESULTS

Sufficient level of trust is a necessary condition for the effectiveness of the central bank’s communication strategy. The trust causes adequate rational behavior of the market participants in response to the communication strategy of the central bank. Along with that, achieving proclaimed objectives for inflation, exchange rate, and business activity causes further increase in the level of trust. That is a positive self-reproduction process (Figure 1). The "long-forecasted" behavior and effect on expectations should materialize as the core of the central bank communication utilized as the monetary policy instrument. The need for such communication stems from the range of prerequisites, including the chosen inflation targeting and exchange rate regimes, and stipulated by independence, transparency and term focus.

The current practice of monetary regulation by central banks of developed countries shows the growth of the role of an instrument such as communication policy. As Draghi, president of the ECB, pronounced: “Today, central bank communication is right at the heart of monetary policy. It is actually a monetary policy tool in itself […] From the outset, we have taken a lead on transparency: for example, we were the first major cen-
central bank to offer monthly press conferences. But in these challenging times, when monetary policy has become more unconventional, we cannot stand still” (Draghi, 2014).

In the early 2000s, the communications between the ECB and the Bank of England (the BoE) had a little and short-term impact, and after the 2008 financial crisis, the intensity of the use of verbal interventions increased: in terms of fiscal policy and quantitative easing programs (Figure 2). One of the key examples of the powerful effect of the verbal intervention was the famous statement by Draghi: “Within our mandate, the ECB is ready to do whatever it takes to preserve the euro. And believe me, it will be enough” (Draghi, 2012). One phrase then turned out to be sufficient to weaken the tension in financial markets. In four years, the ECB announced a number of additional measures of the QE. Although the reaction of financial markets to the declared measures was favorable, Draghi notified that “the ECB will no longer reduce interest rates”. Despite the fact that the announced decisions of the Governing Council ensured a relaxation of monetary and financial conditions, Draghi’s statement that the monetary policy of the ECB could only be tightened changed the expectations of agents regarding future policy.

In turns, verbal intervention by the Fed chairman Bernanke in May 2013 on Fed’s willingness to curtail the quantitative easing program caused taper tantrum: the outflow of capital from the bond market. Overall, the Fed in its communication policy

**Figure 1.** Interplay of trust and central bank policies’ effectiveness
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**Figure 2.** Communication channels of central banks of developed countries
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is changing the priorities between targeting inflation and stimulating economic activity in turn. In addition, verbal interventions of central banks of developed countries relate rarely to foreign economic activity and exchange rate fluctuations.

Whereas, NBU’s new communication strategy indicates an awareness of this trend of modern monetary regulation. So, official public notices from our regulator began to come out more often. Further activation of the communication policy of the NBU, in particular, the run-up of the number of answers of mass media, press conferences and speeches forwarded the level of NBU’s transparency (Figure 3). The rise in the number of communication channels and types of reporting pushed the NBU’s transparency index to 9.5 by 2018 from 2 in 1998.

The NBU used verbal interventions as a massive additional instrument to anchor expectations in the aftermath of the political events in 2014 and the outbreak of the geopolitical conflict bursting large-scale instability in the financial sector. Such instability was caused by a number of reasons: decrease in loan servicing and correspondent unprecedented growth of non-performing loans, crunch of international credit to Ukraine with the impact of the international reserves’ stock and the need for foreign debt reprofiling, the development of the sovereign-bank loop, which was dragging banks which had sovereign bonds as a part of asset portfolio. These had a tremendous effect both on the dynamics of the hryvnia exchange rate and, following the influence links, on inflation.

The regulator’s information disclosure among others was encouraged by the cooperation with the IMF, resumed in 2014, on providing new funding. The NBU transparency policy has been recognized worldwide: in March 2019, the NBU received the prestigious international Central Banking Transparency Award for making progress in advancing communication (the award has been granted by the British publishing house Central Banking Publications within the Central Banking Awards 2019 ceremony in London). At the same time, it is important to mention that upgrading the transparency level being rather the quantitative measurement per se (implying periodicity of communication cases, variety of channels) does not prompt the level of trust and might influence the expectations of the economic agents, inter alia as regards inflation and exchange rate, opposite to the regulator’s intention.

In fact, data from studies show that the practical significance of communication is still low. In particular, the reports that the NBU produces to influence the participants in the foreign exchange market are not systemic, situational, produced with a delay, and, most importantly, weakly correlate with the subsequent behavior of the market. A significant reason for this is a low level of confidence of market participants in the NBU activities. According to Razumkov Center (2019) social research data, 68.2% of citizens expressed their lack of confidence in the NBU in February 2019. Over the past two years, this indicator has remained practically the same. At such a low level of distrust, the effectiveness of modern monetary
policy instruments of the NBU cannot be effective in relation to a wide range of market participants. Small business and the population prefer to stay away from the banking market. Thus, the ratio of net bank assets to the country’s GDP decreased from 73% in 2016 to 61% in 2018.

Moreover, the Financial Stress Index reflects the distrust among market participants and signals that there is a high level of stress in the domestic financial sector (Figure 4). It is slightly growing, driven largely by the banking sector sub-index. The communication policy could have neutralized the peaks in the crisis of 2008–2009, 2014–2015 periods characterized by high uncertainty and a high rate of change in rates, spreads and prices. Furthermore, since the taking place of information asymmetry, the possible threats capable of threatening financial stability also exist in stable periods on Ukrainian financial market.

According to Ukrainian Main Guidelines for the Money-and-Credit Policy for 2016–2020 adopted by the NBU Regulation dated August 18, 2015, the NBU committed to regularly inform the society on the reached targets via the Inflation Report, press releases, conferences and other communication events. Among the tasks, the NBU identified re-focus of the social attention to inflation rather than exchange rate fluctuations. The Monetary policy strategy provided for by the Guidelines reserves inflation targeting regime aims at setting monetary policy goals for the mid-term perspective. As stated by the IMF, inflation targeting requires central bank independence and targeting of other indicators such as wages, the level of employment and exchange rate. The latter proves once again the interdependence of inflation and exchange rate (Jahan, 2018). The declared inflation targeting clearly stipulates for forward-looking planning and communication of the central bank to assess and influence expectations of economic agents. In the meantime, although the ECB, the Fed, the Bank of Japan, and the Swiss National Bank have adopted inflation targeting, they did not commit to announcing explicit numerical targets.

Specifically, the NBU uses the publication of the Inflation Report as a communication channel to create a predictable business environment for investment. However, these reports show a significant role of the exchange rate. In particular, the phrase “exchange rate” is found tens of times more often than the phrase “inflation targeting”. This confirms that the NBU, in its communication policy with an emphasis on inflation, reflects a vision of the current and future state of the Ukrainian economy, taking into account an important factor such as devaluation expectations (Figure 5).

Among other variables, the NBU provides wide explanations on the discount (key) rate according to the legislation, the benchmark for the val-
ue of the borrowed and distributed funds. At the same time, it is tied with and appears to be based on inflationary developments, but there should be practical means to implement inflation targeting. Upon results of analyzing the core (base) consumer inflation and the discount rate dynamics for the period since 2014, during which the central monetary authority became more transparent, the specific trend of the discount rate is pointed out. It follows the core inflation being the level of inflation based on the monetary conditions excluding administrative, seasonal or random influences. The discount rate in Ukraine has been a refinancing cost regulation instrument. The discount rate is supposed to become the factor to achieve price stability as one of the core goals of the NBU with the help of verbal interventions, which will affect population and business expectations, the discount rate is supposed to become the factor to achieve price stability as one of the core goals of the NBU.

Elsewhere in the developed countries, the discount rate equivalent may be the base or key rates (the Fed funds and discount rates for the US) and the main indicator to be mentioned and explained in the authorities’ verbal interventions. This is because of the role of the base rates to control inflation and to help reach economic growth by ensuring the response of lenders and borrowers to the base rate change. In the U.S., for example, the two rates perform this role: the Federal Funds Rate for interbank loans to meet their reserve requirements, and the Federal Reserve Rate charged on funds borrowed by banks from the Fed. The UK has the ‘BoE base rate’ or ‘the interest rate’ in the news accrued to banks having deposits with the central bank and used to keep inflation at target. Wide explanation of the key (interest) rate is made by the Norges Bank. Its high representative stated that in the longer term, the interest rate level may influence capital accumulation in the economy. Interest rate expectations for the next few years largely depend on the economic outlook and expectations on monetary policy (Bergo, 2003).

In Ukraine, as the small open economy dependent on external borrowings and on the indirectly related high-level internal dollarization, the exchange rate is of highest interest as the variable, which influences expectations and business decisions. There is such a situation despite the enacted free-floating regime in February 2015, which expanded the scope of indicators to be analyzed by the economic agents as there is no more currency peg. In fact, according to the survey dated December 2017 (Titar, 2018), out of the sample volume of the population representing adult population of Ukraine, about 55.1% meaningful responses were received on whether respondents knew the current UAH/USD exchange rate. The latter is the highest awareness rate compared to other macroeconomic indicators.
One of the main indicators of confidence in the banking system in the country is the indicator of the economy dollarization. Ukraine’s banking sector remains highly dollarized and surges of purchases of foreign currency by the population demonstrate that (Figure 6). In a crisis period, individuals buy foreign currency at significantly higher volumes than they sell. Nevertheless, against the backdrop of exchange rate stabilization, individuals stop selling the currency in a hurry and begin to sell it gradually.

The devaluation of national currency makes the population more actively transfer their savings into a foreign currency that is affirmed by positive trend rate of foreign currency loans and deposits run-ups (Figure 7). Meanwhile, the dynamics of deposits in the dollar is much more escalating in the banking crisis times, when there is a higher rate of the upturn of dollarization due to a sharp hryvnia devaluation. In addition, the state-guaranteed insufficient amount of indemnity of individual deposits doesn’t attract additional funds to the banking system. This indicates a notable level of dollarization and a significant distrust of the population in the banking system.

Business expectations have become largely weighted by the exchange rate because they re-focused on the exchange rate as the main factor of consumer goods’ prices versus production expenses’ factor, which prevailed earlier. The evidence of distrust in the NBU is a growth of the inconsistency between the official NBU rate and the expected exchange
rate of enterprises (Figure 8). The gap indicates the strengthening of devaluation expectations in business.

It can be outlined that now in Ukraine, besides the exchange rate, there are two rates communicated by the central monetary regulator intended to contain signalling information about the cost of the financial resources: the discount rate and inflation target (Figure 9). The 12-month inflation expectations of corporates and the actual reported 12-month inflation (to the same previous year’s month) were divergent since the 1st quarter of 2016 (when the inflation targeting policy was introduced by the NBU) until the 3rd quarter of 2018. While the target was 6 +/- 2% by end-2018 and the reported 12-month inflation landed to higher 9.8%, the hryvnia lending interest rates were at average 20.5% in August 2018–March 2019. The discount rate determined to be the signal for the resources’ cost and inflation expectations as per the central bank press releases explained by the inflation movements, was increased three times since the 1st quarter of 2017 and left at 18% in March 2019 since August 2018.

Another approach of indicating trust in the banking system is based on the analysis performed by Bazhal (2019, p. 63), the difference between the M3 and M1 aggregates of the money supply can be taken to estimate “advance” monetary resources and the potential financing of the innovations also increased via multiplier effect, in the forms of M1–M3 aggregates including term deposits and secu-
The difference is regarded as the extent of the monetary funds entrusted to the banking sector. Likewise, comparison of the M3 and M0 aggregates' difference and its weight in total money supply for the selected countries can be applied to estimate trust in the banking system in Ukraine. It states the share of funds absorbed by the banking system in forms other than cash in vault fulfilling the cash transaction function only. Notably, for the three years since the 1st quarter of 2016, quarter by quarter, the share of the resources absorbed by the local banking system has been on the declining trend and has made the share less than in the selected peer countries (Figure 10).

Growing velocity of money circulation in Ukraine is in the inverse correlation to the share of funds involved by the banking system and represented by the M3 and M0 difference. The velocity of money circulation may be factored by the remaining high share of the transaction liquid money (M0 was 27.7% as at end-January 2019 gradually increasing since early 2016). This witnesses lack of trust in the banking sector. Money circulation grows in crisis times (in particular, the continuing geopolitical crisis) and can mean either the increase in the number of transactions or/and sizable transactions with the shadow economy as well as the high volume of trade on the currency market, including speculations with the currencies.

It should be noted that according to the definition of the Ukrainian monetary regulator, money supply equals M3 embracing M2 and securities (except shares), and as defined by the OECD, embracing repurchase agreements, money market fund units and debt securities (up to two years). M3 is taken as the broad money for the above calculation of the M3 and M0 difference as the share of funds involved in financing economic development in Ukraine. For compatibility purposes, whereas elsewhere in the world (including the Fed), broad money is the M2 aggregate, economy monetization is taken as M2 to GDP according to the World Bank data to compare the monetization level in Ukraine and peers. By economy monetization level, which is the longer-term resources to be potentially used to finance investment, innovation and economic development, Ukraine has somewhat degraded compared to selected peers. The country basically shows that only the less half of all financial resources are directed towards the development and the second half is mainly the transaction money. This means that money merely fulfils the function of medium of exchange and not fully the store of value. Proceeding from the high dollarization level, unit of account function of money is being fulfilled in Ukraine by the hard currencies rather than by hryvnia. Whereas the money involved by the banking sector includes all M3 components except M0, the money potentially used for investment (M3 less M1) plunged implying that either the long-term resources are barely entrusted to the banking system or economic agents are not eager to save at all or save only in a liquid non-value-adding form.
Next measure suggested as the trust indicator for the banking system is its outreach or penetration, primarily in terms of the volume of deposits the banks are able to attract. In addition, the “feedback” trust of banks to the economic agents expressed in loans provided to economic entities meaning both the share of entities determined eligible for granting a loan and the extent to which banks finance economic development. The Ukrainian monetary regulator witnessed the decline of gross corporate loans to GDP as well as corporate and individual deposits to GDP ratios in 2011 through 2017 (Figure 11).

Among similar countries in terms of economic development, Ukraine takes low positions; this also applies to domestic credit provided by banking sector to GDP and to total deposits (compared to a range of peer countries in 2016, see Figure 12). Further, most of the peers are trending up by said ratios since the beginning of the 2000-s.

According to Zymovets (2010), the rate of capital accumulation and savings ratio depends on monetary and fiscal policies (implying among other policy measures such as replenishment of the central bank reserves or the absorption of liquidity re-
sources from the banking sector). Zymovets confirmed that economic development on the term outlook should be provided by productive capital, financed by internal resources. The authors also outlined that since 2005, owing to the decline of net savings ratio, Ukraine has been dependent on foreign capital to cover the need for productive capital. Therefore, capital needs are financed by the non-long-term and non-stable sources, the fragility of which to put aside external impacts also depends on the trustworthy monetary policy (Zymovets, 2010).

As a result of the represented analysis, considering that the banking sector has been one of the primary sources for raising capital investment, it can be stated that increase of trust in the Ukrainian banking system, which coincides with the deeper penetration and outreach of banking services to the economy, is of crucial importance.

CONCLUSION

The central monetary authority’s communication purpose is to resolve the inflation-discount rate expectations dilemma. Inflationary and exchange rate expectations can indirectly impact the formation of the actual prices if we exclude the administratively-regulated prices. Whereas the public, meaning business entities, including those dealing with the external economic activity, and consumers influence respectively supply or demand of the row of products and therefore the prices according to the exchange rate and inflation expectations. The discount rate in its turn has long been not indicative, but the “resulting” or “reaction” rate substantiated by the inflation changes.

Based on the analysis, it can be concluded that inflationary as well as exchange rate expectations (considering the utmost importance of the latter in the Ukrainian social and business entities, especially those involved in export and import operations also influencing local prices) ought to be one of the landmarks for the regulator’s monetary policy indicators – the discount rate and inflation target communicated to public via different channels, including press releases, reports, letters and regulations.

Consequently, the trust level can be considered as the “cause”, not the “effect” indicator and the qualitative measurement, improved via monetary policies implemented by the trustworthy central bank management and designed to tackle currency speculations and support real economic development. The higher attention to the exchange rate among other monetary indicators shows the lack of trust in the local currency and therefore in the central monetary policy authority, triggering the speculative interest of the economic agents.

Thus, the factors of trust and penetration are to be kept on mind when choosing the communication methods and the way of representing the information. The individual approach to the communication policy as well as to the monetary policy of the central monetary authority in the countries with the small open economy operating their local currencies (other than the hard currencies) should have as the primary goal the increase of trust in the local currency ensuring the explicit fulfilment of the currency function not only as the medium of exchange (also fulfilled during speculation transactions on the currency market), but also as the store of value and unit of account.
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